Partnerships and Outreach Team

Identify partners within the NGO, Local Government, and other Communities with whom the Minnesota River Congress can work to achieve its mission. Ensure actions are openly transparent, inclusive, and comprehensive which provide flexibility to evolve, and engage in opportunities for rapid responses to legislative actions and/or funding opportunities which do not compete with other comparable actions in the system.

#1,2,6

Action Board Liaisons: Kaitlin Culver*, Greg Genz*

Willing to provide Leadership: Jessica Nelson*

Willing to Participate:
Forrest Peterson
Mark Bosacker*
Drew Campbell*
Randy Krzmarzick
Jeff Nielsen
Julie Conrad
Jessie Shaffer*
Jim and Mary Stone*
John Biren
Jack Lauer
Clark Lingbeek*

*Asterisk designates current Action Board Members
# Numbers Designate Applicable Prioritized Purpose Statements